
O
ne of the things we are learning fast is when it comes to next-

gen digital audio, all things matter. And nothing is quite so 

important as the link between streamer and DAC. A good 

streamer is designed not only to act as the coordinator and 

curator of both online and local networked music fi les, but also 

as something of a bulwark to prevent the ingress of noise from those networks. 

But even the best of them can only go so far, and however hard you try, the 

connections between separate digital components can be beset by noise and 

a good cable system can help knock that noise into touch.

Best of all, if you are using a link like HDMI, the recent move from 

HDMI 2.0 to 2.1 (a move from 18gbps to 48gbps speed… thank you, 

video engineering) means even the most basic cables have taken a 

marked step forward in radio-frequency noise abatement. I’m not sure 

how AudioQuest will take this in the context of a review of AudioQuest 

HDMI cables, but if you have a mid-range HDMI from the previous 

line (say, Cinnamon), a low-cost generic HDMI 2.1 cable from 

Amazon will likely show it a clean set of heels. All of which means 

that unless you had some really super spiffy HDMI cable from a 

few years ago, it’s probably time to re-evaluate your cabling.

The three AudioQuest 8K-10K Ultra High Speed HDMI 

cables I looked at here are the entry-model, the middle and 

the top of an eight strong range (with the top three models 

– Vodka, ThunderBird and Dragon – also come in eARC 

versions where the video conductors are tweaked for 

ARC-compatible devices). These are essentially similar 

to previous iterations of Pearl, Carbon and Dragon, but 

built to even tighter tolerances and precision to meet 

and exceed the HDMI 2.1 standard. The difference 

between good, better and best with AudioQuest 

falls largely to the nature of the conductor and 

the degree of noise dissipation. Pearl 48 uses 

19 long-grain copper conductors internally and 

ensures their layout is ‘direction controlled’ so 

noise be directed away from the electronics. 

As the name suggests, Carbon 48 inserts 

a layer of high-loss carbon between the 
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conductors, which also have raised their game to be 5% silver-plated copper. 

This construction adds to the noise dissipation. Finally, Dragon 48 raises 

the bar yet higher, opting for pure silver ‘Perfect Surface’ conductors, adds 

graphene to that carbon layer sandwiched between the conductors, and then 

adds AudioQuest’s 72V DBS (Dielectric Bias System) to really see off virtually 

the last scintilla of RF noise in the signal path. 

Part of the reason I like HDMI as a digital connection is its flexibility; not only 

is it connector of choice for I2S systems, with HDMI and especially ‘8K-10K’ 

Ultra High Speed HDMI there is sufficient bandwidth to pass signal, timing and 

data handshake information between devices using a single HDMI cable. For 

example, hooking up a few of AURALiC’s top 2.1 components is easy because 

they use HDMI throughout for the company’s internal ‘iLink’ connections; the 

complete ARIES G2.1 streamer, SIRIUS G2.1 upsampler, LEO GX.1 clock and 

VEGA G2.1 DAC require just three HDMI cables between them. 

Back to the review. As I said, it started with the comparison between 

generic 4K HDMI, last-generation AudioQuest Cinnamon and a more recent 

no-name 8K HDMI found on Amazon, all through the aforementioned AURALiC 

digital duo. Cinnamon showed just how the generic 4k cable sounded uneven 

and ‘blotchy’; while the tonality remained unchanged, the overall sound didn’t 

grab you and its unevenness left the system sounding a bit ‘meh’. However, 

the more immediate and precise Cinnamon was met with a near-identical 

performance from the generic 8K cable, which proved to be something of 

a pleasant surprise. Here’s the thing; take the AQ element out of this and 

compare a generic 4K and 8K cable, and you will hear distinct improvements 

to the system. No big-name brands, no magic unguents rubbed into the more 

upmarket cable, just a gentle reminder that there is a lot more to streaming 

audio than ‘bits is bits’.

The revelations came thick and fast from here. Pearl 48 sounded so much 

better than either the last generation Cinnamon or the generic 8K cable that 

it was almost giggle-inducing. Once again, it’s a sense of the music coming 

more into focus and making the resultant sound more exciting and enthralling; 

listening to Donny Hathaway Live [Atlantic] through the generic cable made 

him sound like a good soul singer, but through Pearl 48, you realised why 

he’s considered one of the finest musicians of his generation. Listening to 

him through Carbon 48 makes you understand why he owned songs like 

‘Jealous Guy’ and ‘You’ve Got A Friend’, as there is more of a real, living 

musician sitting in between the loudspeakers. Once again, the AudioQuest 

cables impart a ‘first, do no harm’ approach to the sound that doesn’t change 

the overall balance of the AURALiC system. However, the move from Pearl 48 

to Carbon 48 opens out the soundstage but brings the detail and harmonic 

structure of the instruments in the mix right 

into the forefront of the sound.

Then you try Dragon 48 and realise 

Carbon 48 is merely an introduction to 

really high-grade performance. Now, you 

get a greater sense of dimensionality to the 

soundstage, a significantly improved solidity 

to that stage, a complete absence of digital 

‘hash’ sound that was rendered almost non-

existent way back in listening to Pearl 48 but 

is fully realised here. Most of all, the sense 

of cohesiveness and coherence that the 

AURALiC is so good at revealing is taken 

to a new level. Music is just that bit more 

intimate, with the electronics seeming less in 

the way, and the whole concept of a noise 

floor becomes a little bit academic at best. 

Musically speaking, the jump from 

generic 8K to Pearl 48 is marked. The jump 

from Pearl 48 to Carbon 48 is noticeable 

and worthwhile, but the step up to Dragon 

48 is so marked, there’s no going back. 

What’s more, if you are one of AURALiC’s 

users with at least two of the company’s 

G2.1 series on your shelves, you need 

AudioQuest Dragon 48 in your life. What are 

you waiting for? 

PRICE AND CONTACT 

DETAILS

Pearl 48 HDMI: £49/2m (as tested)

Carbon 48 HDMI: £269/2m (as tested)

Dragon 48 HDMI: £2,899/2m (as tested)

Manufacturer: AudioQuest

URL: audioquest.com

Tel: +44(0)1249 848873

“Take the AQ element out of this and compare a generic 4K and 8K 

cable, and you will hear distinct improvements to the system.”
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